Splenic marginal zone B-cell lymphoma: a distinct clinicopathological and molecular entity. Recent advances in ontogeny and classification.
Indolent B-cell lymphomas that are supposed to derive from marginal zone encompass three distinct entities: extranodal marginal zone lymphoma (MZL) or mucosa-associated lymphatic tissue (MALT), nodal MZL (NMZL) and splenic MZL (SMZL). Although MALT lymphoma is well characterized and extensively studied at the clinical and molecular levels, SMZL and NMZL remain incompletely characterized. However, during the last years, the clinical and molecular heterogeneity of SMZL has been clarified. The recent 2008 WHO classification has maintained the distinction between the three diseases according to the organ where it arises and introduced a new provisional category of unclassified splenic lymphoma for overlapping entities, splenic diffuse red pulp lymphoma (SDRPL) and hairy cell leukemia-variant (HCL-V). Recent findings in SMZL contributed to a better characterization, including the few cases associated with hepatitis C, the recurrence of 7q deletion and the possibility of CD5 expression. Furthermore, the peculiar pattern of immunoglobulin heavy chain genes mutations and the biased usage of immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region genes (IGHV)1-2 segment are suggestive of a T-independent antigen driven proliferation, at least at initial steps. This review will focus on recent findings and differential diagnosis with SDRPL and HCL-V. The conjunction of morphologic, cytogenetic and clinical data has increased diagnosis reproducibility.